Independent spending wreaked havoc on judicial elections and tested campaign finance laws in 2012, as interest groups evaded contribution limits and spent millions of dollars to elect their preferred judges. The true ramifications of *Citizens United* and other federal court cases that weakened campaign finance laws were felt in judicial races around the country. A record $29.7 million was spent on ads in state supreme court elections, and more than half of this money came in the form of independent spending, according to Justice at Stake and the Brennan Center for Justice, two groups that track spending in judicial races.1

As in previous elections, this flood of campaign cash came from corporations, lawyers, and others with a stake in how these courts rule. Even in ostensibly nonpartisan races, political parties spent millions on candidates for courts currently considering lawsuits over redistricting maps. These perceived conflicts of interest will further erode public confidence in an impartial judiciary, which is already at an alarming low.2 Unless states implement reforms, millions of dollars will continue to flood judicial races, and the influence that corporations and special interests exercise over judges will continue unabated.

The Center for American Progress collected information on all judges who won elections in 2012 while raising roughly $1 million or more, as well as those who had more than $1 million spent on their behalf by independent groups. The campaigns of the “million dollar judges” of 2012 demonstrate that independent spending plays an increasingly crucial role.3

North Carolina Supreme Court Justice Paul Newby was re-elected with the help of more than $2.5 million in independent spending.4 The state’s public financing program—long a model for states seeking to keep money out of judicial races—was overwhelmed by money from interest groups such as the state Chamber of Commerce and Americans for Prosperity, a group affiliated with the billionaire industrialist Koch brothers. North Carolina tobacco companies also chipped in hundreds of thousands of dollars after they benefited from a 2009 ruling,5 authored by Newby, in a dispute with tobacco farmers.
The largest donation, by far, was the more than $1 million from the Republican State Leadership Committee, a group that helped the state’s Republican legislature draft its recent redistricting maps. Civil rights groups filed a lawsuit alleging that the map disenfranchises minority voters, and the case is currently before the state supreme court. This money was instrumental in keeping a 4-3 conservative majority on the bench. North Carolina’s ethics rules say a judge should not hear a case if his or her “impartiality might reasonably be questioned,” but Justice Newby will hear the redistricting case despite the fact that he was re-elected thanks to millions of dollars from Republican groups that have a stake in the outcome.

Justice Stephen Markman, Brian Zahra, and Bridget McCormack, Michigan Supreme Court

The three newly elected justices to the Michigan Supreme Court raised hundreds of thousands of dollars for their own campaigns, but the state political parties spent millions of dollars on behalf of the judges without disclosing the source of that money. Incumbent Justices Stephen Markman and Brian Zahra, both conservatives, each raised around $800,000 for their re-election bids. According to the Michigan Campaign Finance Network, however, the state Republican Party spent $4.5 million on ads for Justices Markman and Zahra, as well as an unsuccessful high court candidate, without disclosing the source of any of that money. Of the spending that was reported, the Michigan Association of Realtors spent $400,000 on ads for the conservative candidates after both joined a 2011 opinion that made it easier for mortgage companies to foreclose on homeowners.

Justice Bridget Mary McCormack won a seat on the Michigan Supreme Court after the Democratic Party spent $5 million in undisclosed spending on ads supporting her and two other candidates. Her campaign collected more than $600,000 with the help of large donations from unions.

Justice Don Willett, Texas Supreme Court

The Texas Supreme Court is composed entirely of conservative Republicans, and Justice Don Willett cruised to re-election, raising $1.7 million for a primary contest. This hefty sum includes almost $100,000 from energy companies, as well as large contributions from the industry’s top law firms. Justice Willett has received more than $250,000 from energy companies over the years, according to the National Institute on Money in State Politics.
Justice Willett has never met an oil company litigant that he did not like. The Texas Supreme Court ruled in 2007 that contract employees such as oil-rig workers cannot sue their employers for on-the-job injuries. For years the energy industry had unsuccessfully lobbied the state legislature for such a change. In a 2008 lawsuit involving hydraulic fracturing, or “fracking,” Justice Willett blatantly invoked policy reasons in ruling for the energy company: “Open-ended liability threatens to inflict grave and unmitigable harm, ensuring that much of our state’s undeveloped energy supplies would stay that way—undeveloped … Amid soaring demand and sagging supply, Texas common law must accommodate cutting-edge technologies able to extract untold reserves from unconventional fields.”

Justice Mary Jane Theis, Illinois Supreme Court

Justice Mary Jane Theis of the Illinois Supreme Court easily won the race for chief justice in the general election. Like Justice Willett, however, she faced a primary challenge. She raised around $1.5 million for the race, and more than $400,000 of her campaign funds came from lawyers. Justice Theis also received $18,500 from public-sector unions, including a chapter of the American Federation of State, County, and Municipal Employees, which fought the closure of certain state facilities in a case before the high court. Justice Theis dissented from a recent Illinois Supreme Court ruling against the union. Her primary campaign also benefited from almost $200,000 in independent spending from Personal PAC, Inc., a group that supports reproductive health care for women.

Justice Josiah Coleman, Mississippi Supreme Court

Justice Josiah Coleman won a seat on the Mississippi Supreme Court with $1 million dollars in independent spending. Nearly half of that money came from a shadowy Virginia-based organization, the Law Enforcement Alliance of America. The group has been active in judicial races around the country, and although it refuses to disclose its donors, it has been associated with the National Rifle Association and the U.S. Chamber of Commerce. The rest of the independent spending came from Improve Mississippi PAC, which received large donations from corporate-funded groups, including national tort reform advocates and political action committees representing the insurance, finance, and energy industries.
Justice Sharon Kennedy, Ohio Supreme Court

Despite a rare “not recommended” rating by the Ohio State Bar Association, Justice Sharon Kennedy defeated an incumbent justice for a seat on the state’s supreme court. Kennedy was aided by campaign donations from energy companies and the insurance industry, as well as independent spending by the Ohio Republican Party. Her campaign reported raising more than $950,000, including hundreds of thousands of dollars from the state Republican Party, corporate interest groups, and law firms that appear before the court.

Justices Fred Lewis, Barbara Pariente, and Peggy Quince, Florida Supreme Court

Facing an unprecedented multimillion dollar opposition campaign, three Florida Supreme Court justices raised half a million dollars each and benefited from $3.3 million in spending by an independent group. The group, called “Defend Justice from Politics,” spent millions to defend the three candidates in the 2012 retention election, and it received most of its money from Florida attorneys. The campaign against keeping the justices on the bench was funded by the state Republican Party and pro-corporate groups like the Koch brothers’ Americans for Prosperity.
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